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Our cover map highlights CTAA’s
transportation provider members in
Pennsylvania and the areas they serve. From
top to bottom, left to right: Crawford Area
Transportation Authority (red), Butler Transit
Authority (blue), Beaver County Transportation
Authority (orange), Freedom Transit (yellow),
Westmoreland County Transportation Authority
(purple), Town & Country Transit (yellow),
IndiGo (green), Amtran (blue), Lewiston Calla-Ride (yellow), rabbittransit (red), Center
for Community Building (purple), County of
Lackawanna Transit System (blue with yellow
routes), Lehigh & Northampton Transportation
Authority (blue) and Suburban Transit Network
(orange). rabbittransit operates regional
routes (in black) as far south as Baltimore’s
suburbs, while CTAA member Mountain Line
operates the Grey Line intercity bus service
from Fairmont and Morgantown, W.Va., to the
Pittsburgh International Airport.
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From the Editor

The Pennsylvania Transit Tour: Part I
Given Pennsylvania’s proximity to CTAA’s headquarters in Washington, D.C., we made several
trips to visit 10 of our 34 members in the Keystone State. CTAA Executive Director Scott
Bogren, Membership & Communications Director Rich Sampson and Communications
Specialist Taylor McGinley have combined their notes and determined presenting this edition of
DigitalCT – our 16th state-focused issue since 1999 – in two parts would allow us to share our
members’ stories more fully.
Here’s who we covered in Part I...(click on the logos below to view each profile)
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Podcast Interviews: Amtran & WCTA

Pennsylvania Transit Tour 2018

Pennsylvania Podcasts:
Amtran’s Eric Wolf & WCTA’s Alan Blahovec
Although we visited 10 CTAA members inperson at their facilities – with stops ranging
from Blue Bell just outside of Philadelphia to
Crawford, not far from Erie – we weren’t able to
visit all our provider members. Most notably, we
felt it important to share the stories of our members in Altoona (Amtran) and Westmoreland
County (WCTA).
As you click on the agencies logos to the right
to access the podcast recordings (enhanced with
photos on YouTube), you’ll hear from Amtran’s
Eric Wolf about how the agency – which is officially known as Altoona Metro – is channeling its fixed-route service to both spur economic
revitalization and serve Penn State – Altoona.
Also of interest is the agency’s recent retirement
of a General Motors bus dating from the 1980s,
the oldest operating transit bus in regular service
in the nation.
Meanwhile, Alan Blahovec of the Westmoreland County Transit Authority discusses his
system’s regional routes into Pittsburgh, as well
as their local services in small cities and towns
across the county.
We thank both leaders for their time in chatting
with us to help you learn about the full range of
our provider members in the Keystone State.
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The Commentary

Our Pennsylvania Members

CTAA thanks its 34 members across Pennsylvania for their continued support! To learn more
about CTAA membership, visit www.ctaa.org or contact Membership & Communications Director
Rich Sampson at sampson@ctaa.org.
Access Transportation System –
Pittsburgh

Crawford Area Transportation Authority –
Meadville

Pennsylvania Public Transportation
Association – Harrisburg

Alliance for Transportation Working in
Communities – Pittsburgh

Easton Coach – Easton

Philadelphia Corporation for the Aging –
Philadelphia

Ecolane – Wayne
Altoona Metro Transit (AMTRAN) –
Altoona

First Transit, Inc. – Pittsburgh

American Cancer Society – Stroudsburg

Guardian Transport Service – Brockway

American Cooling Technology, Inc. – York

Indiana County Transit Authority – Indiana

Beaver County Transit Authority –
Rochester

Lehigh and Northampton Transportation
Authority – Allentown

Butler Transit Authority – Butler

Menno Haven, Inc. – Chambersburg

Call A Ride Service – Lewistown

Mercer County Regional Council of
Governments – Hermitage

Center for Community Building, Inc. –
Harrisburg

Noel Training and Consulting LLC –
Johnstown

Chestnut Ridge Foam, Inc. – Latrobe
Pamela Armentrout – Narvon
Clarion – King of Prussia
County of Lackawanna Transit System
(COLTS) – Scranton
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Pennsylvania Dept. of Transportation –
Harrisburg
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Safety Training and Educational Services
– Fairless Hills
Suburban Transit Network, Inc. – Blue
Bell
Town and Country Transit – Kittanning
Trans/AIR Manufacturing Corporation –
Dallastown
United States Seating – Exton
Washington County Transportation
Authority (Freedom Transit) – Washington
Westmoreland County Transit Authority –
Greensburg
York/Adams Transportation Authority
(rabbittransit) – York
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Transit for All
Join the Association that’s committed to you, your community and your passengers
CTAA Membership & Communications Director Rich Sampson is ready to answer your
questions and discuss membership dues
202.415.9666
membership@ctaa.org
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COLTS

Pennsylvania Transit Tour 2018

Scranton’s COLTS: Enhancing an Established Network
to Respond to Changing Needs
Too often, the community of Scranton is
known as the easternmost bastion of the
Rust Belt, a reference only aided by the
opening credits of the TV show, The Office
and its fictional paper company, DunderMifflin. But as we made our way into
Pennsylvania’s fifth-largest metropolitan
region – often known locally as The Electric
City, where electricity was introduced in
1880 and electric streetcars followed a few
years later – we encountered a community
far more vibrant than worn-out tropes.
That reality was personified by the team
gathered to meet with us from the County
of Lackawanna Transit System (COLTS),
led by the system’s Executive Director, Bob
Fiume. The group of six represented the
agency’s major departments – operations,
maintenance, communications, human
resources and planning – and conveyed
the energetic spirit by which it serves more
than 900,000 annual riders in both fixedroute and shared-ride trips across Lackawanna County.
Established Routes and New
Destinations
While much of the system’s fixed-route
structure in the city of Scranton has contin-
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A LANTA bus traveling on Route 107 navigates around the
Soldiers & Sailors Monument in downtown Allentown.

COLTS leadership team (left to right): Communications Director Gretchen Wintermantel, Operations Manager Bob
Lesh; Executive Director Robert Fiume; Shared-Ride Manager Wayne Williams; and Director of Safety and Security,
Sam DeLeo, CSSO.

ued on the same routes that streetcar and
private bus companies first launched more
than a century ago – the same corridors
that were the most obvious transit routes
then are still the most natural bus lines
today – the agency has enhanced its options throughout and beyond Lackawanna
County. COLTS was established in 1972 to
assume control of bus routes that had been
operated by private companies and was
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county-wide in scope from the outset. Several of its 27 routes connect Scranton with
Carbondale, about 16 miles to the northeast,
while others stretch out west and south
to Clark’s Summit, Dalton and Ransom.
A few cross over into Luzerne County to
reach Pittston and Fox Hill, where transfers
are available to the Luzerne County Transportation Authority (LCTA), which serves
Wilkes-Barre and other communities.
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COLTS
COLTS has also partnered with a number
of local colleges and universities, such as
the University of Scranton and Maywood
College, to introduce a monthly pass for
only $28 with a valid college ID card. It’s
all part of a concerted effort by the agency’s
staff to develop new ways of reaching the
region’s varied audiences.

“We’re doing all of the regionalization
without actually merging,” says Fiume,
who’s been at the helm at COLTS for a
decade, having previously ran Hazelton
Public Transit. “We have our fare structures
aligned with LCTA, coordinate transfers
and promote our systems as a regional network.”
In addition to the long-established routes
in Scranton and surrounding communities
– it’s Route #34 that mostly travels on South
Main Street to Old Forge is the system’s
busiest line – COLTS has added new routes
in recent years to respond to new development and activity centers in South Scranton and at Montague Mountain, the latter
home to entertainment, retail and commercial attractions including the ski resort
of the same name, a summertime outdoor
concert pavilion and PNC Field, home to
the Scranton/Wilkes-Barre Rail Riders, the
AAA minor-league affiliate of the New York
Yankees.
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“We always are working on how to present transit in this area,” says Gretchen Wintermantel, COLTS’ Communications Director. “We have a mix of trip purposes, from
work to school and personal trips, so the
same message doesn’t work for everyone at
the same time.”
“We’re noticing that both younger and
older riders want to travel more within
Scranton without cars, especially those who
are moving into new apartments and housing downtown,” adds Director of Safety
and Security Sam DeLeo, CSSO, who despite his role in overseeing the agency’s
security posture demonstrates the interdisciplinary approach among COLTS’ leadership team.
Attention to Operations and
Infrastructure
The lurching terrain of the Lackawanna
Valley presents a range of challenges to
providing transit service in and around
Scranton. While the region is accustomed to
winter conditions – which had just presented their final hurrah of the season during
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COLTS’ fixed-route (above) and Shared Ride (below)
services serve a variety of neighborhoods and
destinations in the Scranton region.

our visit – COLTS designates some of their
routes to be suspended under the worst
snow and ice conditions.
“It can be tricky to deal with hills and
snow, but it has to be a major blizzard for
us to totally shut down,” says Fiume, who’s
also currently the Vice Chair of the Pennsylvania Public Transportation Association
(PPTA). “But some of our routes with hills
can be too challenging when it’s icy.”
Weather is just one of many operational
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COLTS

COLTS is able to park all its fixed-route vehicles indoors
overnight at its central facility.

and management concerns familiar to
transit providers of all sizes and locations.
The agency – like many of its counterparts
across the Keystone State – is gradually
replacing its aging bus fleet with new, Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) vehicles. And
along with a refreshed vehicle fleet is the
need to recruit and retain drivers to operate
them. As the agency requires a Commercial
Drivers License (CDL) for all drivers, finding qualified candidates is an ongoing challenge for COLTS.
“It can be difficult to find CDL drivers
with a passenger endorsement, and those
folks don’t always come with the work
ethic needed to work with people,” says
Operations Manager Bob Lesh, who started
with the system as a driver more than 26
years ago, working his way up as a route
supervisor and other positions along the
way. “We’re working with PPTA on creating driver training centers across the state
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The Lackawnna Transit Center opened in 2015.

so that multiple agencies can have uniform
training programs and combine their resources to be more effective.”
In addition to new buses and finding
drivers, COLTS is now at capacity at its
current administration, operations and
maintenance facility on the northeast edge
of Scranton. All of its 35 fixed-route buses
can be stored overnight inside, but its more
than 40 Shared Ride vehicles are parked
outside, regardless of weather. Fiume notes
the agency is in the early stages of planning
to upgrade the facility.
One relatively-recent asset the agency
points to as state-of-the-art is the Lackawanna Transit Center, which opened in 2015
in downtown Scranton. The facility – which
hosts nearly all COLTS routes, along with
intercity bus service provided by Greyhound and three Trailways operators – is
located just steps away from the Steamtown
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The Scranton-Hoboken passenger rail corridor would
utilize the former DL&W mainline.

National Historic Site operated by the National Parks Service. Steamtown preserves
the city’s rich railroading legacy as a crucial node on the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad (DL&W), where trains
once connected the New York City market
(via Hoboken) with Buffalo and connections as far west as Chicago. Longstanding
plans to re-establish passenger rail service
to Hoboken over the DL&W’s famed Lackawanna Cutoff route are still on the books,
and trains would stop at the Lackawanna
Transit Center should they return.
“Some of the infrastructure we have available to us doesn’t fit the needs of transit and
its users,” says Lesh, speaking generally
about COLTS’ facility, vehicle and driver
needs, as well as regional and intercity connectivity.
Serving Specialized Needs
Although the bulk of COLTS’ riders are
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COLTS
traveling aboard its fixed-route bus network, more than 400 people a day access
its Shared Ride options, which the agency’s
leaders view as crucial to ensuring the full
scope of the county’s mobility needs are
met. Wayne Williams heads up COLTS’
Shared Ride programs and noted his department’s recent study of its ridership
trends. Like many mobility providers, dialysis trips comprise a significant portion of
its Shared Ride trip volume, which includes
participation in Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance Transportation Program (MATP).
“We’re always trying to work with dialysis centers to better schedule appointments
so we can better group trips and provide
shorter rides to passengers, but it’s an uphill
battle,” says Williams, who also notes the
recent pilot project involving the regional
Geisinger Health System and neighboring CTAA member rabbittransit as a model
COLTS is interested in exploring.
The organization’s efforts to seek out opportunities for innovation for non-emergency medical transportation service through
its Shared Ride service dovetails with its
involvement with NEPA Moves, previously
known as the Northeastern Pennsylvania
Equitable Transit Planning Council. The collaborative effort supported by the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, the Scranton Area Community Foundation and the
Institute for Public Policy and Economic
Development at Wilkes University focuses
attention on key mobility questions like eco-
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COLTS
nomic, social and physical accessibility, limited transportation choices and barriers to
employment, healthcare and other essential
needs. According to COLTS’ Wintermantel,
the ongoing project is in synch with how
the agency views its role in the community.
“The great thing about this effort is it gets
right to the matter of transit being key to
community outcomes,” says Wintermantel. “It’s evident that not many leaders are
familiar with how transit works in this capacity and so we’re working to educate on
limitations, needs and challenges, before we
even get to discussions about funding.”
Supplemental to COLTS’ participation
with NEPA Moves are regular efforts to
engage the community to not only build
awareness of the system’s options but also
to foster a sense of collective ownership
in addressing the region’s mobility challenges.Wintermantel heads up a series of
promotional events including Dump The
Pump days, COLTS buses in various holiday parades, driver appreciation events and
a Stuff The Bus toy collection drive, now in
its eighth year. Among these many initiatives, the staff pointed two partnerships
with local high schools to adopt nearby bus
shelters as among their most rewarding
achievements.

to school each day,” says Wintermantel.
“We’ve brought another school on board
now and it’s very uplifting to see how much
pride they take in making these stops their
own.”
Stewarding and Shaping
After a half-day spent with the COLTS
team in Scranton, it was evident their work
involves far more than being caretakers of
a longstanding fixed-route bus network. Of
course, operating reliable, affordable and efficient bus lines will always be the agency’s
hallmark. But by responsively evolving
their service, embracing new partnerships
and enhancing the profile of what transit
means in the Scranton region, COLTS has
fortified and will continue to enhance its
identity in the area’s mobility future.
“We know we have to continue to look
at how to make our service more flexible,
while also making sure we don’t lose sight
of the things that people depend on every
day,” says Fiume.

“One the students and staff at school
just took over upkeep of the shelter on
their grounds on their own because it was
such an important way many of them got
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Seasons of Transit Tours Past

Our favorite time of the year is our annual road trip and the staff of DigitalCT
(and Community Transportation before
it) have been hitting the road each year
since 1999, visiting transit providers
across a given state. Here’s where we’ve
been before (click the link to view):
2017: Michigan
2015: Oregon | 2014: Georgia
2013: Minnesota | 2012: New Mexico
2011: West Virginia | 2010: California
2008: Connecticut | 2007: New York
2006: Florida | 2004: Vermont
2003: Mississippi | 2002: Iowa
2001: Pennsylvania | 2000: Texas
1999: South Dakota & Indiana
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SUN / ConneCTAA

In Pennsylvania:
LANTA, COLTS,
Amtrans, BTA,
BCTA, WCTA &
Freedom Transit are
all SUN members!

k
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ConneCTAA: A Listserv for
CTAA’s Small Urban Members
Our members are CTAA’s greatest asset. For
that reason, we’re proud to introduce a new
tool for CTAA members to share questions,
discussion, examples and resources directly
with each other: ConneCTAA.
ConneCTAA is an email-based electronic
listserv - available only to CTAA small-urban
transit members. Because you’ve told us you
need a forum to speak candidly and openly
among yourselves to share your questions,
frustrations and solutions with your peers,
no vendors or government officials – at any
level – will have access to this group, even if
they’re CTAA members.
Please share your questions,
challenges and ideas with your peers
by emailing sun.ctaa@gmail.com.
That’s all there is to it, just like any
other email you might send.
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Town & Country Transit

Town and Country Transit:
Fixed Routes in a Rural County
Green, yellow and blue.
The three colors that comprise Town and
Country Transit’s optimistic, serene logo are
the same the represent the system’s trio of
fixed-routes, connecting Kittanning and surrounding communities.
Among the eight CTAA members we
visited during both legs of the Pennsylvania
Transit Tour, Town and Country (TACT) is
certainly the smallest, with its mix of deviated fixed routes and demand-response service carrying more than 74,000 annual riders
in Armstrong County, including weekly
service to Pittsburgh for medical appointments. Nonetheless, the agency’s work in
moving seniors, people with disabilities and
the general public is just as vital.
“We are as much a support system for our
passengers as much as a mobility service,”
says Town and County Transit General
Manager Patti Lynn Johnston, noting the
agency’s official title, the Mid-County Transit
Authority. “When people call for a ride, it allows us to reach out to understand their full
needs, rather than having to involve another
program. It can be complicated, but our
schedulers and dispatchers are really good.”
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Town and Country Transit General ManagerPatty Lynn Johnston and Operations Manager Tiffany Chaffee stand in front
of the agency’s distinctive logo at their headquarters in Kittanning.

The system’s Shared-Ride service – which
extends mobility options throughout the
664-square mile county – connects rural residents and is open to the public. Armstrong
County is home to more than 68,000 people,
with about 4,000 residing in Kittanning,
the county’s largest city. Seven municipalities – Applewold, East Franklin, Ford City,
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Kittanning, Manor, Manorville and West
Kittanning – form TACT’s governing body,
with each contributing investment, along
with the county. State funds are paired with
these local sources to match federal funding
through the FTA’s Section 5310 (specialized)
and 5311 (rural) programs.
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Town & Country Transit
at TACT’s administrative and maintenance
facility in downtown Kittanning, which handles all but the most extensive overhaul and
rehabilitation work in-house. Now, the parts
inventory’s value stands between $32,000
and $36,000.

Town and Country Transit’s fleet of 18 vehicles at the agency’s facility in
Kittanning are identified in blue (fixed route) and white (Shared-Ride).

Johnston – who’s served as the agency’s
leader for the past six years, having previously served as its financial director – describes the challenges of achieving efficient
service in an area of declining population
and income levels.

that are upheld not only through policies
and procedures, but rigorous hiring and
training practices.

“Everyone tries to put a quantitative
value on something that has a qualitative
value,”says Johnston.

“Everyone here is doing their duty and a
half,” Baker says. “We can’t really increase
fares any more in this area, because we’re already charging what most of our riders can
afford to pay. So, we all chip in and make as
many wise decisions as we can.”

As a result, TACT focuses on running a
lean operation, matched by employees that
routinely go the extra mile. Like rural transit providers across the country, the agency
stresses safety and maintenance standards

One area where TACT has realized cost
savings is through implementing a just-intime parts inventory strategy. Previously,
the agency’s mechanic would have more
than $125,000 in parts and pieces on-hand
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“We used to rent out equipment and
materials before, but now we’re much more
in control of our costs to what we need
most urgently,” explains TACT Operations
Manager Tiffany Chaffee, a participant in
CTAA’s Emerging Leaders Academy (ELA)
class of 2018-2019. “We’ve also standardized our vehicle fleet so there’s fewer parts
needed. More of the same vehicles are also
makes assignments easier for the drivers, so
there are fewer vehicles for them to be familiar with.”
TACT is also rationalizing its service, according to Johnston. While the system’s current hours span from 5:30 a.m. to 10:40 p.m.
on weekdays, it’s preparing to shorten them
to 6:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m., reducing operating
expenses. Although it’s early-morning and
late-night trips are lightly-used, the agency
would prefer to continue to support the
low-income employees that rely on Town
and Country Transit to reach shift work
positions.
“It isn’t easy reducing the late-night service, because we know it is very valuable to
the people who use it,” Johnston says. “We
wish the resources we have available could
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Town and County Transit
the bridge represents the literal Kittanning
Citizens’ Bridge that spans the Allegheny
River, along with TACT’s role as a figurative
bridge between the community and crucial
destinations. Likewise, the more prominently-featured and lighter blue river in the logo
connotes movement and fluidity, which are
the benefits riders realize in using TACT
service. The agency debuted the new logo at
a fall picnic for employees and supporters.
Although its official visual brand has
been refreshed, Town and Country Transit
will continue its role in improving the quality of life for Armstrong County residents
through service that’s coordinated, accessible, affordable, safe and efficient.
“Through partnering with other community agencies, we are careful stewardship of
public funds and provide of efficient service,” Johnston says.

fully line up with the needs in our region,
but that’s not always the case.”
At the same time, TACT has increased its
options to access medical specialists in Pittsburgh, with trips scheduled for the hourand-20-minute, one-way ride on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and Butler on Wednesdays
and Fridays.
“Our service is a real testament to our
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drivers,” says Chaffee. “Our drivers often
are reluctant to take days off, not because
they don’t have the time available, but they
feel connected to the people they serve. One
driver has been here for 35 years.”
Between the time of our visit this past
spring and when this profile was published,
TACT updated its logo to reinforce several
themes central to the system’s identity:

Previous Page
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@CTAAEXPO

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION
EXPO 2019 –> Palm Springs, Calif.
May 19 – 23
www.ctaa.org
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Pennsylvania Transit Tour 2018

CATA

Crawford Area Transportation Authority:
Incorporating Innovation in Rural Transit
Jonas Salk – the inventor of one of the first
polio vaccines – is often quoted as saying,
“the reward for work well done is the opportunity to do more.”
Depending on your perspective, Salk’s
axiom is either an opportunity or a burden. For the Crawford Area Transportation
Authority (CATA) – the most northern and
western CTAA member we visited on the
Pennsylvania Transit Tour – leveraging past
results to improve regional mobility options
is always a source of optimism.
CATA’s approach is one that stems from
two central premises: integrity and respect. While certainly not unique values in
the community and public transportation
industry, the agency emphasizes connecting its decisions, policies and posture to
acting with integrity and treating people
– whether customers or co-workers – with
respect. The vision has been codified by
CATA’s General Manager Tim Geibel since
his arrival at the system in 2006, and was
recently recognized by the Federal Transit
Administration through the Administrator’s Award for Outstanding Public Service
in Rural Public Transportation, which it also
received in 2014.
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CATA’s Red B route travels near the agency’s new maintenance facility outside of Meadville on the day of our visit.

“Everything we do is done through the
lens of holding ourselves and each other accountable,” says CATA’s Planning Manager
Kristin Arendash, who – along with Human
Resources Manager Laura King – filled in
for Geibel, as he was unavailable on the day
of our visit. “It’s a two-way street, because
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holding others accountable always comes
back to your own responsibilities.”
“We ask our employees to look at everything they do through the lenses of Integrity
and Respect and the incorporate these core
principles on a daily basis,” Geibel said in
an e-interview following our visit..
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CATA

industries.”We found the training program
is really the breaking point where a driver
will stay or leave, so our approach is upfront in both the classroom and then as they
practice on the vehicles. We can teach you
how to drive a bus, but what we need when
we hire is someone who wants to serve
people.”

CATA’s Kristin Arendash (left) and Laura King at the
CATA’s administrative center in Meadville.

Achieving Internal Accountability
The integrity and respect mantra was one
that was recurrent during our time with Arendash and King at CATA’s administrative
facility in Meadville, as a wet snow fell on
an April morning. With a staff totaling 80
and a fleet of more than 60 vehicles, Geibel
has focused on creating a culture of continual assessment and improvement.
One such area identified for re-examination has been the organization’s driver
training program. Like many transit agencies large and small, driver recruitment
and retention has been a growing challenge
at CATA. Through most of its history, the
agency attracted vehicle operators by announcing the basic responsibilities of the
position along with the salary and benefits
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General Manager Tim Geibel at CATA’s new maintenance
facility, which opened earlier this year.

of working at CATA. While that approach
seems obvious for any job opening, Geibel
and King determined it was necessary but
insufficient for a job sector where demand
for employees is high. They reoriented the
driver recruitment process to emphasize the
role drivers play in supporting the community and the responsibility that comes
with serving as a driver. Although the shift
to highlight the expectations of the job may
seem counter-intuitive when competition
for workers is fierce, CATA believes stressing integrity and respect aligns with what
the best candidates are seeking for their
employment.
“We provide our convictions early on in
the process, from the job posting to interviews and training,” says King, who
joined CATA more than two years ago
from human resources positions in other
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That mindset extends beyond driver
recruitment to retaining employees at
positions across the organization through
its Employee Retention and Incentive Program. At its core, its a performance review
process, but one that isn’t limited to an
annual review between employee and
supervisor. There are exercises including
team-based, problem-solving tasks and customer service simulations. Although many
companies and entities use these tools as
components of project delivery or strategic
planning, rarely are they framed as part of
employee review process.
Additionally, rather than pairing salary
increases to performance metrics, every
CATA driver who is vested with the organization for a year or more receives the same
amount of added compensation as their
peers each year, while other departments
may receive the same, more or less depending on a variety of factors, from the General
Manager to mechanics.
“Transitioning our review process to one
that focuses on metrics and ties into our
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CATA
strategic plan was an initiative introduced
by Laura King,” says Geibel. “The foundation of this is to help all employees understand how their day to day work activities
help move CATA forward and serve our
community. Whether from a driver interacting with a passenger, a mechanic performing preventative maintenance on a bus or
a dispatcher fielding a call, performance
metrics and activities can all tie back to our
Strategic Plan which helps reinforce our
commitment to our core principles.”
Innovative Leadership Expands
CATA’s Footprint
Since CATA was established in 1979, the
agency has focused on providing local
fixed-route (in Meadville and Titusville)
and county-wide demand-response service
in its namesake county. It’s steadily grown
ridership to more than 400,000 annual trips
today. It’s achieved success in Crawford
County – the third-largest county by geography in the state – by focusing on responsive service while also refining operational
efficiency to become the lowest operating
cost per fixed route passenger amongst all
rural transit providers in the Commonwealth. The effort included assuming direct
operation of the service in 2009, with CATA’s administrators at one point working
out of an old house in Meadville.
These days, CATA’s administrative team
is based out of a two-story building in
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downtown Meadville that also serves as the
system’s transfer center, while a new maintenance and operations facility opened earlier this year. Later on during our visit, we
were joined at the latter facility by CATA’s
Operations Manager Bill Jones, a Pennsylvania transit industry veteran, who’s made
stops at several properties across the state
during his career and whom Geibel was
able to lure to a new role now that he lives
nearby in the Conneault Lake area.
As word spread on CATA’s effective, reliable service, officials in neighboring Venango County were considering the future
of the rural, general public system there. In
addition to county-wide, demand-response
service, Venango County also offered a limited fixed-route operation in the county’s
largest community, Oil City, with a population of about 6,000 located 30 miles east
of Meadville. Previously operated by an
area human services agency, the possibility
transitioning management and operation
of service to a nearby and well-established
mobility provider led Venango County to
sign a management agreement with CATA
in 2016 for service under the Venango
County Transit (VCT) brand.
“Our willingness to partner with Venango County was the result of the assurance Crawford County feels through our
services,” says Arendash, emphasizing the
integrity that’s ingrained in its operational
expertise. “We’re a proven entity, and it
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CATA’s two-county service region, including Venango
County (right).

made sense to them, as we could also improve connections between the counties.”
The two-county presence has cultivated
new opportunities for service growth and
investment streams for CATA. A number of
businesses, including grocery stores, restaurants and community organizations in Saegertown – a small town in Crawford County six miles north of Meadville – sought
greater access for Meadville residents to
visit their establishments and programs,
and vice versa for those in Saegertown. In
2015, they partnered with CATA to establish
a new route between the two communities,
supported by a route guarantee agreement
where the Saegertown interests would
supplement any gap between farebox revenues and operating expenses for the route.
Additionally, this past June, a similar route
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guarantee arrangement with the Meadville
Medical Center made possible two new
routes – dubbed Life Line – linking Titusville and Meadville on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and Meadville with Conneault Lake
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. The
agreements include promotional elements
including bus wraps and on-board information to promote the various entities supporting the services.
“Partnerships are crucial in rural transit,” says Geibel. “Our branding of Lifeline
routes to help connect communities is an
initiative that the community can support
and wants to be a part of. These partnerships help meet mobility needs of our community and ensure that community organizations and non-profits have a means to
reach their clients in an efficient manner.”

venues to explain the benefits VCT offers.
With awareness growing in Venango County, she has mirrored the efforts in Crawford
County, reconnecting with groups that
might have previously regarded CATA service as intended for someone else.
“The time I’ve been able to spend in both
counties has improved the perception of
what transit means in our rural areas and
small towns, and helped us to connect with
other groups that weren’t as tied in with,”
says Arendash. “Our focus is partnership
and strategic decision-making in order to be
responsive to our communities’ needs, and
we demonstrate our respect to these needs
when we spend the time to communicate,
often and in-person.”
Anchored in Integrity and Respect

“For a rural area, it’s harder for potential
riders to get accustomed to new services
because they want proof it will be permanent before riding,” says Arendash. “That’s
why these revenue guarantees are needed,
because it reduces the risk for us and helps
service started sooner.”

CATA’s anchor points of integrity and
respect are evident in habits and activities
both simple and profound. From training
programs and employee incentives to service expansion and private-sector partnerships, the agency hews to innovation and
leadership strategies that are replicable for
any mobility provider.

In both counties, Arendash is tasked with
conducting outreach to build understanding of CATA’s options. When the agency assumed management of service in Venango
County, she spent time at libraries, senior
centers and community club luncheons –
such as Rotary and Kiwannis – among other

“We’ve evolved from a small rural operation into a recognized leader in rural transit
by focusing on improving options for our
customers while setting – and achieving –
standards what we expect from each other
in service to our mission and the communities we serve.”
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Above: A photo display at CATA’s administrative center
highlight’s the system’s evolution in vehicle models.
Below: CATA utilizes a range of smaller vehicles for both
Shared Ride and operations uses, which are housed at its
new maintenance facility.
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Pennsylvania Transit Tour 2018

Beaver County’s Regional Bus Service Vital to
Community Livability Efforts
We were entering the home stretch of the
second phase of the Pennsylvania Transit
Tour as we journeyed through the western
Pennsylvania hills en route from our visit
to the Butler Transit Authority in Butler to
Rochester and Beaver to spend time at the
Beaver County Transit Authority (BCTA).
The two small bedroom communities straddle the Beaver River where it empties into
the Ohio River, about 27 miles north and
west of Pittsburgh.
Although most of BCTA’s fixed-route and
shard-ride Demand and Response Transit
(DART) services are oriented towards Beaver and Rochester – with all but one of the
fixed routes meeting at the system’s transfer
center located at the main square in Rochester – the system’s nerve center is at the
Expressway Travel Center off I-376 around
10 minutes south of Beaver. As a stop on
BCTA’s Route 4 from Chippewa to Pittsburgh, the facility – which houses the system’s operations and maintenance departments – is unusual in contrast to the kind of
buildings used by many CTAA members.
While the more than 50 vehicles and 100
employees assigned here are not much
more voluminous than the operational
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A BCTA motorcoach bus travels on Route 4 through downtown Pittsburgh, not far from the city’s convention center
where CTAA held EXPO 2018 this past June.

rosters of other small-urban and rural transit providers, few are located in a former
8,000-square foot supermarket and find a
maintenance shop that’s active from 3:45
a.m. to 12:30 a.m. the following day. It’s all
in support of five regional and commuter
bus routes where one-way trips can stretch
nearly two hours end-to-end, and DART
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shared-ride service spans the 444 squaremile county that, combined, carry more
than 3,600 weekday riders.
“It’s very expansive service, and we need
to run essentially a 24-hour-a-day operation
to keep it all moving,” says BCTA General
Manager Mary Jo Morandini, who’s often at
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turn what should be an easy 30-minute ride
into a one or even two=hour slog, which
only grows worse in winter weather. This is
where BCTA has cultivated its service as a
livability asset in Beaver County’s handful
of small cities and towns.
Its motorcoaches offer a more relaxing
experience, with coach-style seats, WiFi service and other amenities. But the real draw
for riders is the system’s ability to access
the Port Authority of Allegheny County’s
West Busway, speeding buses past traffic
slowdowns on the way to and from Pittsburgh. Similar to its fellow CTAA members
in Butler, Washington and Westmoreland
counties, BCTA’s routes operating over dedicated transit infrastructure offers a distinct
travel advantage that attracts passengers.
BCTA General Manager Mary Jo Morandini at the
Expressway Travel Center’s operations and maintenance
facility.

the Expressway Travel Center throughout
the week, shuttling over from the system’s
administrative offices above the transfer
center in Rochester.
Running Regional Routes
Although the distance from Rochester
or Beaver to downtown Pittsburgh is not
great, commuting on a regular basis can
be grueling, with the region’s topography
requiring highways with numerous bridges
and tunnels. Congestion pinch points often
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Beaver County (in orange) and its regional commuter
routes into Pittsburgh, along with those from surrounding
counties (Butler County is adjacent to the right in blue).

“We had 11 consecutive years of ridership
growth, from 2001 through 2012,” explains
Morandini, noting that ridership has stabilized since then in correlation with lower
gas prices. “But these riders expect that we
run on-time, which we need to run a precise
operation in terms of drivers, maintenance
and supervision.”

duce clockface departure times – meaning
each trip on a given route makes its stops at
the same time each hour or half hour, reducing confusion for customers. These, and
other operational nuances such as holding
buses up to eight minutes at transfer points
to accommodate riders on other lines that
may be delayed are facets that Morandini
and her staff are continually evaluating the
network’s performance.

To that end, BCTA dispatchers are in
regular communication with drivers while
en route, passing along updates on traffic
slowdowns, detours and other obstacles. At
the same time, it has introduced real-time
information and trip-planning tools for
riders, and tightened up schedules to intro-

“We’re constantly looking at the data to
see where improvements can be made,”
Morandini says, describing that eliminating some lightly-used stops has reduced
travel times and improved reliability. “Every minute counts for our riders, so we
examine small things like dwell time and
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route changes through neighborhoods but
also big factors like the age of our vehicles,
with newer buses always presenting fewer
service issues than older ones.”

DART: More Than Big Buses

While BCTA’s regional fixed-route buses
may carry the bulk of the system’s riders,
the options provided through its DART
program are just as vital to Beaver CounAccordingly, BCTA has prioritized reguty’s mobility needs. The agency has adminlar bus replacement over the past decade.
The agency has put seven new Compressed istered Beaver County’s portion of Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance Transportation
Natural Gas (CNG) buses in service over
Program (MATP) since 1983, coordinating
the past year, with another eight expected
all state-supported, non-emergency medical
to arrive during the next 12 months. In all,
30 out of BCTA’s 50 vehicles are under five transportation service in the county. During
years old, which feature upgraded fare and that time, its focused on making the larger
DART program both more efficient to operon-board video surveillance equipment. It
ate while also enhancing its usability and
also partners with neighboring systems to
bid on CNG fuel jointly, lowering operating convenience for participants.
expenses.
DART groups trips for not only MATP“We have to keep up on bus replacement supported purposes but numerous human
service programs in the county, including
so we can continue to continue to provide
those geared for low-income persons to
the service standards our riders expect,”
says Morandini, who come to BCTA in 1994 access employment, aging services, vocational and physical rehabilitation efforts
first as its Manager of Paratransit, then
and other activities. By achieving sharedDeputy General Manager after previous
ride service, DART is able to serve more
positions at current CTAA member agencies, the Crawford Area Transportation Au- people more effectively. As a result, BCTA
thority (CATA) and Westmoreland County has been able to reduce DART advance
scheduling requirements from 36 hours to
Transit Authority (WCTA), and has served
24, and increase destinations it serves to
as General Manager since 1998. That fothose beyond the county’s boundaries.
cus also includes the work of the agency’s
Accounting Supervisor Lisa Kosanovich,
“We provide multiple trip options to
a member of CTAA’s 2018-2019 class of its
realize the best trip possible, both for our
Emerging Leaders Academy.
operation and for the rider,” says Morandini, who envisions eventually eliminating the 24-hour reservation requirement to
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We passed a BCTA DART vehicle providing service in the
city of Aliquippa during our visit.

offer on-demand mobility through DART.
“We need to start transitioning programs
like DART to services that work better for
these clients. That will require federal and
state officials to realize that requirements
on how demand-response programs are
structured are the biggest barriers to the
limited budgets we face in community and
public transportation.”
Morandini points to a few concepts that
could enhance flexibility for services like
DART. She views an increased role for the
private sector – including Transportation
Network Companies (TNCs) like Uber
and Lyft – in providing harder-to-serve
trips during early-morning and late-night
periods that are costly for public agencies
to operate. Additionally, new app-based
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technology can offer an interface for riders that schedules trips, consolidates fare
payment and provides real-time service
updates, while simplifying back-end work
for providers.
“How we have to do things in demandresponse transportation is too cumbersome
for our riders and we need some commonality with the directions we’re seeing from
TNCs and others,” Morandini says. “Our
intent is always to provide the best service
at the lowest-cost mode we can, but programs are not empowered to do so.”

Ober was recognized by the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) as
its 2017 Outstanding Public Transportation
Board member.
“I have to give a lot of credit for our
success to our board, who is non-political
and has no agendas, just to make us a better authority,” says Morandini, who also
noted the important role of former member
Habey King, who helped the agency transition from contracting for its service to
direct operation in 2002.

One of BCTA’s mission directions is to be
The Value of An Engaged Board
a partner in regional transportation. Although the system connects with the Port
Among the many factors that have
Authority’s fixed-route bus and light-rail
contributed to BCTA’s role in mobilizing
routes in Pittsburgh – where other regional
Beaver County, Morandini points to the
providers also deliver riders – there is not
agency’s board of directors with both main- currently an approach to leverage these
taining consistency in vision but affording
services as a cohesive regional network.
BCTA’s staff the flexibility and resources to Morandini described the potential for an
adapt service to changing needs. The board interconnected fare structure and technolincludes a range of professional competen- ogy, better-timed connections among the
cies and represents diverse constituencies
various systems and improved informathat combine to channel direction and
tional and branding efforts as possibilities
experience in service to the organization’s
in coming years.
mission.
“We’re not really taking advantage of all
Part of the board’s consistent role in guid- this service coming into Pittsburgh and
ing the organization can be attributed to
there’s a few missing pieces needed for it
its Chair Richard Ober, who’s served on
all to come together,”says Morandini. “A
the body since its formation in 1980. The
regional network is part of our future, but
board has elected him as its Chair for seven we don’t know the model for it to happen
consecutive five-year terms since 1986, and yet.”
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It’s All Mobility Management
It’s easy to look at the regional bus routes
and countywide DART services that BCTA
administers and view it as a fairly simple
set-up. But our time with Morandini and
her colleagues in Beaver County demonstrates an organization underpinned by
stable leadership from board and staff
that’s fostered a culture of intentionality
and improvement.
“We have a vision for this organization
and mobility management is the concept
we’ve used to organize it for many years,”
Morandini says. “We’ll continue to achieve
that by professional management and
operations built on trust and respect and
always work to do better for our communities and customers.”
BCTA’s Expressway Travel Center offers a premium
station experience for its regional route commuters.
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Pennsylvania Transit Tour 2018

Freedom Transit Scales Service to Meet
Varied Mobility Needs

The colonial-era streetscapes of Washington, Pennsylvania, were a welcome conclusion point for the second stage of our tour
of transit providers in the Keystone state.
Churches and offices built in the late 1700s
contrast with the impressive county courthouse in the center of town – built in 1900
– and the red-bricked campus of Washington
& Jefferson College, which counts longtime
CTAA Board member David White of Coordinated Transportation Solutions as a graduate.

Amid this stately scene are the steady and
supportive services of the Washington County Transportation Authority, better known
locally as Freedom Transit. The agency has
tripartite roles in moving the region: local, fixed-route service within the city of
Washington, home to more than 13,000
residents, with some routes stretching into
the surrounding county; regional, commuterfocused service connecting Washington and
Pittsburgh, utilizing the Port Authority of Allegheny County’s West Busway; and countywide Shared-Ride options, available to the
general public but also emphasizing connectivity for seniors and people with disabilities.
Freedom Transit’s trio of services find
differing origin stories. Commuter service
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A Freedom Transit local fixed-route bus travels through downtown Washington, Pa.

into Pittsburgh reaches back more than a
century – first on trains, then by private bus
companies. Washington city government
supported continuation of the service after it
grew unprofitable in the 1970s. Around that
same time, while city assumed the handful of
local transit routes, the county launched new
demand-response service. Both jurisdictions
contracted out service operation to private
companies.
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That arrangement remained in place for
more than three decades, until discussions
for a combined city-county mobility provider
emerged around 2006. It was not only the
desire to achieve more efficient operations,
but also the goal of improving options for
Washington County residents that propelled
consolidation efforts.
“We had these services that had been
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that links Pittsburgh International Airport
with Morgantown and Fairmont, W.Va. –
operated by CTAA member Mountain Line
Transit Authority – also calls at the local
park-and-ride lot, in partnership with Freedom Transit.

Executive Director Sheila Gombita highlights the agency’s
new branding scheme at the agency’s headquarters.

around for a while, but they could be more
effective when put together for a unified
system,” says Freedom Transit Executive Director Sheila Gombita, CCTM, who’d started
with Washington County’s shared-ride
service in 2001. “It needed the right political situation among the two governments in
order to come together.”
Among its portfolio of routes and services,
Freedom Transit carries more than 289,000
annual riders, with a little more than twothirds aboard Shared-Ride vehicles and
the remaining 80,000 on local and regional
routes. CTAA member First Transit is currently contracted to operate both aspects,
while Gombita and an administrative team
oversee the overall network from their offices
above Freedom Transit’s downtown transit
center. Freedom Transit also contracts with
a local taxi company to provide shared-ride
service. The Grey Line intercity bus service
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A majority of Freedom Transit’s SharedRide trips are provided as part of Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance Transportation
Program (MATP) – connecting riders with
heathcare ranging from dialysis and chemotherapy treatment to routine medical appointments – followed by rides for seniors
and people with disabilities. On the fixedroute side, Pittsburgh commuters comprise
a large share of riders, although the route’s
all-day, bi-directional service attracts passengers heading to the Steel City for shopping,
entertainment and education. Others stay
within the county, heading to regional retail
destinations such as Walmart, the Meadowlands Casino and Tanger Outlets on the
County Line route.
“Since transit had been limited in the
county previously, we need to experiment to
see what works,” says Gombita, referencing
the County Line route, which started out as a
demonstration service for three years before
it was made permanent following a number
of tweaks. “It’s a mindset that we need to
exist. We work together to improve public
transit in the county.”

to the system’s current operations. It’s a
roadmap for envisioning how mobility options can continue to improve in Washington
County. The agency will continue to evaluate
its current services, partnerships and outreach efforts to increase ridership on existing
routes, then allocate additional resources to
reach areas and markets that are currently
un- or under-served.
Moreover, Gombita points to Freedom
Transit’s need to better interface with emerging mobility options, such as transportation
network companies and, down the road,
autonomous vehicles.
“Better first- and last-mile options could
really help a smaller community like ours,”
Gombita says. “We can’t move at the same
pace as private technology companies, but
we can outpace them in the care we provide
to the people we serve. As large a menu of
options we can provide, the better we’ll fare
in the future.”
Freedom Transit’s Local B route lays over at the Freedom
Transit center in downtown Washington.

That perspective is one that is not limited
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